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From C3.5 to CEVO

Welcome, dear reader, to the Confrontation EVO project! If
you are reading this introduction, chance is that you are an
old player, tired of seeing your army1 sit on a shelf accumu-
lating dust. Or perhaps you are a newcomer, who is intrigued
by these old miniature, whose design still surpasses most of
what the market offers nowadays. Old or new, this document
is here to tell you how this miniatures game came about and
how it distinguishes itself from its predecessor or anything else
out there.

7 Years in Italy

Confrontation EVO is the project that, during the last 7 years,
has balanced, updated and modernised the rules of Confronta-
tion, after the Rackham company went bankrupt.
Confrontation was a quite complex skirmish miniature game
characterised by a deep imbalance within the game. This, un-
fortunately is true for most existing games, as manufacturing
companies need to sell miniatures, so they are always adding
some overpowered fighter, or changing the rules to increase
selling more of what was not sold before. Luckily, we de-
velop this game as a hobby and have no business in selling
miniatures. Since we only focus on making all gaming profiles
playable in a balanced way, we are very proud to claim our
first rule of conduct:

Confrontation EVO is balanced.

The game we developed is largely conservative2, aiming at
making all profiles issued for Confrontation playable. Thus,
no existing profile for Confrontation had to be discarded and
in fact all of the existing profiles are playable3. Even more so,
all profiles had to be the same as before (stats-wise), so we
worked on capacities and costs of each profile in order to make
it playable. This way you can even use the old cards! We can
thus claim that:

In Confrontation EVO you can play any existing
Rackham profile.

Unfortunately, Rackham collapsed when many of the armies
of the game were not complete, for example some had just
some 20 fighters while others had more than 60. The devel-
opment of the game progressed first into giving these armies
a sufficient amount of profiles so they could be played.

In Confrontation EVO you can play any existing
Rackham army.

Finally, Confrontation is some 10 years old4 the game we cre-
ated had to be a bit more modern, both in the writing and
in some mechanics. Therefore, we unified terminologies and

developed a core rulebook than can be called a definitive ver-
sion and which will not change. We did not alter many game
mechanics that characterised the original Confrontation game
and that defined its feeling and flavour as a game. Likewise,
its strengths have also been left untouched.

Confrontation EVO has the old Confrontation feeling,
with a modern gearing.

Last but not least, Confrontation EVO is free. Go out there,
gather some friends, play and have fun: that’s all we ask of
you (but of course, if you want to thank us/support us, we
accept donations :) ).

Multiple Army Books

The game is structured in multiple levels now (though some
material is still to be published at the time of the writing).
Each people has its own Army Book in three kinds:

1. Demo: use this version to start playing and to introduce
new players, it is very very very simple.

2. Easy: this is a lightweight Army Book to set up a game
quickly.

3. Normal: the normal version of the Army Book is the
one that should be used for tournaments and for more
tactical games.

These Army Books are for now presented in a mobile-friendly
version, without much art.
The Army books have been developed with these guidelines in
mind:

• we followed the background where possible;
• there is no single piece/spell/etc which fits all armies of

a people, rather each and every fighter has its chance
to enter an army list that is competitive. Some perhaps
only shine in a subset of scenarios, but all are playable
for good.

The Future

In due time we plan provide more extensions for the game
(Dogs of War, anyone?) as well as perhaps more profiles for
armies, granted that they integrate well, that they do not pro-
vide imbalance and that their miniatures kick ass aesthetically,
as Rackham miniatures still do! Again, all will revolve around
the rulebook of Confrontation EVO, which will not change.

The next part is perhaps more interesting for veterans, let us
now examine what changed and why.

1We should really say armies, plural, after all who has got only a single Confrontation army?
2You might have noticed that we are still using Rackham’s fonts, for example!
3With the exception of titans ... for now!
4Its first edition is actually almost 20!
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What Changed from 3.5 (and
what stayed the same)

General Four great changes have been made:
1. rolling a is not an automatic failure;
2. rolling a - does not kill automatically;
3. health is tracked with Hit Points;
4. there is a simple system to dictate how bonuses and

penalties cumulate.
As far as the removal of as automatic failure, that rule
favoured luck much more than skill. Currently, after rolling
a you roll another die and subtract the result, so if your
fighter is particularly skilled, it won’t fail.
Luck is also the reason behind the change of a - . It seemed,
to put it in the words of the world champion Francesco Leoni,
a “self-destruction button”, since even the tiniest of fighters
could fell the mightiest one. Now rolling a - almost kills
(it deals 3 HP, see below) so it is not as game-changing as
before.
We introduced Hit Points (HP) to model the health of fight-
ers. Confrontation’s old system was nice and peculiar, but
most times impractical and nevertheless used much like HP,
so we used this more accessible notion. Size determines how
many HP one has, normally a fighter has 4, large ones have 5,
most characters have an extra 1. The Wounding Table is now
less deadly to account for how HP cumulate (it’s still pretty
deadly).
Finally, bonuses and penalties could cumulate in terrible ways,
which made it rather complex to track and value the cost of
each fighter. Now there are only three kinds of bonuses/penal-
ties:

• on the card: they cumulate, but they are very rare;
• generic: they do not cumulate, only the highest applies

(the vast majority of bonuses/penalties are of this kind);
• to the die: they alter the die being rolled.

Bases We chose to keep square bases: each game has its
base and that influences the strategy, as manoeuvring with
square bases is more complex than with round ones. Addi-
tionally, many old players have their models on square bases,
and this makes the game practical for them.

Line of Sight Real line of sight is not practical, so we used
a classical definition for line of sight based on the front of the
observer, the target and on possible obstacles on the way to
determine whether a fighter has normal, partial or no line of
sight.

Game Round Structure This is unchanged but for the
introduction of a phase where mission points are calculated.

Actions Actions are still divided in exclusive and cumula-
tive, though we spent more time to clarify their interactions
and added few ones to address bugs. Finally we defined the
“free” action as to give a kind of action (and a binding to the
rules) to the usage of capacities of fighters.

Shooting Much has changed though all stayed the same.
Moving and firing does not give a -1 penalty and special shots
(bull’s eye, assault etc) have been better defined so that their
interplay is clearer and leads to no exploitation. Many capac-
ities now depend on the kind of weapon the marksman has.
This is not as complex as it sounds and this let us balance out
different kinds of marksmen.

Assaults Charging has received some constraints to avoid
fighters who charge as if they were drunk in order to dodge
effects and keep all bonuses.

Combat This has not changed.

Spells and Miracles These have been largely left as they
are. Countermagic has been powered up, as it was useless, and
recovery tables have been modified to create balance and less
dependency on luck. A new kind of these effects has been
created, the “mystic capacity”, which gives a ruling to most
capacities of fighters.

Flight No game to date uses a real concept of flight such
as Confrontation and we just clarified it, we wouldn’t part from
this, ever.

War Machines This was one of the most complex topic
and we simply shed light in a world of darkness.

Abilities Many abilities changed, though most only in a
minor way (and all heavily thought through and tested). New
ones have been created to shorten effect description that re-
curred frequently. The major changes have been made to
Fierce and Mutagenic, which now are not game breaking as
before though still retain the same concept.

Artefacts and Virtues Artefacts have been integrated
with the old “Travel diaries” from C2. Virtues have been re-
structured to be accessible to all faithful.

We hope you’ll like this game as much as we do. Welcome to the world of:

Confrontation EVO

Your Confrontation EVO Project Managers:
• Flavio “Felian” Damasco

(Quality assurance)
• Tomaso “The King of Squid” Fiumara

(Game design)

• Marco “Squera” Patrignani
(Translation director and typesetting)

• Marco “Inquisitore XX” Suzzi
(Graphic design and testing director)
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